In this article we consider index 1 invariant subspaces M of the operator of multiplication by C(z) = z, M^, on the Bergman space L^{p) of the unit disc D. It turns out that there is a positive sesquianalytic kernel l\ defined o n l x i which determines M uniquely. Here we study the boundary behaviour and some of the basic properties of the kernel l\. Among other things, we show that if the lower zero set of M, Z_{M), is nonempty, the kernel l\ for fixed A 6 ID has a meromorphic continuation across T\2[(M), where T is the unit circle. Furthermore we consider some special types of kernels l\ and by studying their structure we obtain information for the invariant subspaces related to them. Lastly, and after introducing the general vector valued m setting, we discuss some analogous results for the case of 0 L%(1B)), where m is a i=i positive integer.
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. I N T R O D U C T I O N L e t k b e a p o s i t i v e s e s q u i a n a l y t i c kernel o n ID; t h a t is for e a c h A e D t h e f u n c t i o n
n k\ is an analytic function on D such that £) (kSjk^Xj) ^ 0 for all n 6 N, a^e C , Xj e D, i , j e { l . . . n ) . It is well known that every positive sesquianalytic kernel k on D is the reproducing kernel for a unique Hilbert space %(k) of analytic functions on D (see [4] ). In particular, if (,)w(fc) denotes the Hilbert space inner product, /(A) 
• It is well known (see Theorem 9.5 [7] ) that there is a positive sesquianalytic kernel I™ defined o n D x D such that and (see [5] or for a more general result see Remark 3.3) that 1% determines the invariant subspace M uniquely. We call l^ the associated kernel for M and if there is no ambiguity we exclude the superscript in I™.
Since the kernel l^ defines the subspace M uniquely, it seems natural to ask about the structural properties of l$f and relate them to common properties of the functions in M. In this article we study the boundary behaviour of I™ and some of its properties. Moreover we consider the structure of certain types of kernels l$f and we provide information for the structure of the cyclic vectors in M. Now we introduce the appropriate notation and some definitions which are essential for the development of this article. Let C^, = CU {oo} and D e = C^O , where D is the unit disc. Denote by T the unit circle and given a function / € L 2 a {&), define its lower zero set, Z_(f), to consist of all actual zeros of / inside D, and all points A on T for which liminf \f{z)\ = 0. Extend this notion to collection of functions S in L It is worthwhile to note that whenever a meromorphic continuation exists, it is unique. Additionally we assume that T\Z(Af) is nonempty.
In our first result (see Corollary 2.7) we show that the kernel function l^f for fixed A € P has a meromorphic continuation across T\Z_(M). Our next result (see Theorem 2.8) considers the boundary behaviour of the kernel l\{z). Particularly we show, [3] Structure of kernels 447 
Furthermore we consider certain types of kernels l%*(z) and we obtain information for M and its cyclic vectors. In Theorem 2.13 we show, THEOREM 1 . In the last section we set V to be a separable Hilbert space and 7i(k) to be a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel A;. We consider H{k,T>), which is the space of 23-valued H(k) functions. After discussing this general setting, one easily concludes that an analogous result as in (*) holds. In this sense, and in contrast with the above theorem, where V is C, we show that if k is the Bergman kernel and if V is C 2 , then for all In this section we let M € Lat(M c ,Z,2(D)), indAf = 1 and T\Z(M) ^ 0 and with G we denote any unit cyclic vector in M. First we show that the kernel 1% has a meromorphic continuation in D e across T\Z_(M), and then we study its boundary behaviour. In order to show our main results we need the following facts. The first of them is due to Hedenmalm (see [6, 
Since / extends to be analytic in a neighbourhood V of £,, then (2.5) implies that F has a meromorphic continuation in D e across V D D. Since F = f on V n D and since g(z) = ( z^z ) ) , z € B>, then g also has a meromorphic continuation in B> e across VC\T. 
\ thus the result follows from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.1. D
Next we consider the boundary behaviour of the associated kernel l\, and we relate it with the cyclic vectors in M. 
In the case where G is continuous on D, condition (i) was proved in [7, Theorem 9.8] . It is also worthwhile to observe that by Lemma 2.1 the above conditions hold on T\Z(M).
to conclude the proof of the theorem, it is enough to show that P M i.k\{\) and - Now it is not hard to show the following theorem.
THEOREM 2 . 1 2 . Suppose that a given positive kernel l\(z) on i x D is the kernel function which appears in the expression for the reproducing kernel of M/G for some nonzero index 1 invariant subspace M with T\Z_(M) ^ 0. Then a unit cyclic vector G is the unique (modulo a unit constant multiple) solution of (A) and (B) in the above lemma with I = T \ Z ( M ) . P R O O F : Since there is a cyclic vector G such that k%(z) = (l -\zl\(z))k\(z)
and T\Z_(M) ^ 0, in light of Theorem 2.8, it is not hard to prove that l\(z) satisfies (a) and (/3) of the above lemma; hence G satisfies (A) and (B) . The above lemma concludes the proof. D
In the rest of this section by studying certain types of kernels l^(z) we obtain information for M and its cyclic vectors. This implies that T'T is invertible, and thus T is bounded below. Additionally, cl range T = M/G, and now using well known results from Functional Analysis, it is not hard to conclude that T is invertible. Since T* is also invertible, it is possible to choose some positive numbers Ci,c 2 , such that CI||<7/G||G < ||T*(<7/G)|| C2||5/G||G for every g G M. Moreover, and since T* is the inclusion map, by taking g -pG with p an arbitrary analytic polynomial in D we get (2.14) ci||pG|| ^ ||p|| ^ C2||pG||.
THEOREM 2 . 1 3 . If there is a constant c G (0,1) such that fim Z A (A) ^ c < 1 for every £ G T, then any cyclic vector G factors as G(z) -B{z)F{z), where B is a Blaschke product, which is a finite product of interpolating Blaschke products, and F(z) is an outer function which is bounded above and below.

PROOF: We define the linear transformation T : L\ i-> M/G
The next argument shows that G G H°°.
CLAIM. The cyclic vectors G are multipliers of Ll(D) and hence elements in H°°.
If we choose {p n }neN to be a sequence of analytic polynomials converging in L^(D) to / , we can get at least pointwise convergence of {p n G} ne N to fG. We use Fatou's lemma and (2.14) to get II/GH ^ lim \\ Pn e n(A)e n (z), and for every n € N, e n (z) = a n z n , n G N for some a n € C. .For the needs of this section we will use the results and the notation as in [9] . If k is a Bergman type kernel (for the definition we refer to the defining property [9, 0.13]), with 7i(k) we denote the associated reproducing Hilbert space. Let also V be a separable 
